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The 48 experiments in this well-conceived manual illustrate important concepts and principles in
general, organic, and biochemistry. As in previous editions, three basic goals guided the
development of all the experiments: (1) the experiments illustrate the concepts learned in the
classroom; (2) the experiments are clearly and concisely written so that readers will easily
understand the task at hand, will work with minimal supervision because the manual provides
enough information on experimental procedures, and will be able to perform the experiments in a
2-1/2 hour laboratory period; and (3) the experiments are not only simple demonstrations, but also
contain a sense of discovery. This edition includes many revised experiments and two new
experiments.
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It would be nice if you could print from the Kindle edition, you know -- pre-lab and post-lab
questions.... the kind an instructor expects you to turn in. Unfortunately you cannot. I thought I'd
save some paper and only print off the pages I would need to fill out and submit to the instructor,
while leaving the pages I didn't need to turn in unprinted.The rationale I got for not being able to
print was was protecting the content of the publisher. Ok, I get DRM -- I don't really agree with it
because it severely limits the legitimate uses one might have for the content, as in this case. It's all
very silly anyway -- a simple script to take screenshots of all the pages and assemble them into a
pdf completely circumvents any protections the DRM is supposed to provide. There is absolutely no
reason to have this as a Kindle Edition if you are unable to print from it, other than to help Jeff

Bezos build a mansion in outer space. Do yourself a favor, and don't waste your time with the Kindle
version.

The previous reviews are spot on -- it was missing several pages -- noticeable by a quick glance
through the lab book. I'm returning it and find this very inconvenient. I knew it was too good to be
true -- a lab notebook rental.

It has tear out pages for turning in the lab assignments- the publisher's way of making it so that you
can't resell? (I photocopies the assigned lab sheets and turned in the copies so I could resell the
book.)There are 40 experiments- far too many for any 1 or 2 semester course. The experiments are
laid out step by step and include a material list for each activity. However, the explanations and
background for each activity are often lacking. Additionally, many of the labs are set up so that it is
difficult to complete all activities within the time constraints of a 1.5 hour lab (when you factor in set
up and clean up). They would do better to include fewer experiments and better
explanations.Another note: the softcover book is so thick you cannot put it in a binder, even though
the entire book is bound hole punched. I don't think it stacks up as well as Pearson.

I am completely unhappy with this product. It was missing 8 of the 48 LAB report, 8 pre-lab
questions and 8 post-lab questions..I wasted my money with this rental -- just buy it new. I
understand some pages may be missing, but these are too many. Useless!!!!!

Book is overall in good condition, however some of the labs I need are ripped out if the book. I
rented this under the assumption I would only have to spend $70 on a book with all its parts.
Hopefully I can find someone with another book but highly upset. Not what I paid for.

I paid a considerable amount of money for this book and the firt whole chapter is missing. I
BOUGHT the book and they sent me something half used. The word used just means handled, not
the book is gone.

HORRIBLE. Who would rent out a lab book with most of the pre-lab, lab report, and post-lab pages
ripped out already?????

no because I received it and their were many lab reports tear from the chemistry laboratory book. I

had to rent another one..
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